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Instructions (Page 1/2)
What you’ll need: 8.5x11” card, scissors, X-Acto 

knife/box cutter, glue (gluestick or bottle), and a marker 

1.) Print the first page on card. You can 
print these instructions too if you want, 
but don’t waste extra card/ink!

2.) Before you start cutting everything 
out - use the X-Acto Knife/box cutter 
on all of the dotted green lines 
on Shape A

3.) Cut out all the shapes! Make sure 
each shape’s tab is kept in-tact (those 
are the little slips with numbers on them)

5.) Fold Shape D along the dotted black 
lines. The folded shape should look a little 
like Diagram A.

6.) Slide Shape D’s tabs (numbered 1 
and 2) into the bottom-most green 
dashes on Shape A.

7.) Before we fold Shape E, write your 
favorite movie on the marquee! 
Or, y’know, something nice. 

8.) Fold the marquee on Shape E 
upward, away from it’s base. Then, 
fold Shape E’s tabs (1 & 2) down. 
(See Diagram B)

9.) Slide Shape E’s third tab (labeled 3)
into the horizontal green dashed line
on Shape A.

4.) Fold Shape A’s tab (labelled 1) backward,
so Shape A stands up on it’s own! Don’t worry 
if it falls over - it will be supported! Diagram A

Diagram B



10.) Use the glue on Shape E’s tabs
(labeled 1 and 2) and attach them to
the inside of Shape D! If you’re having
trouble, hold them in place until 
the glue dries by sliding your thumbs 
in through Shape D from below, as 
seen in Diagram C. 

11.) Fold Shape F along the dotted 
black line, and slide it’s two tabs
(labelled 1 and 2) into the two 
center-most vertical green dashed 
lines on Shape A.

12.) Fold Shapes B & C along the 
dotted black line. Slide one (either 
B or C) into the two left-most 
vertical green dashed lines on 
Shape A, via the two tabs (labelled 
1 and 2). Then, slide the other 
Shape into the two right-most 
vertical green dashed lines on 
Shape A. 

Instructions (Page 2/2)

And that’s it! I apologize for any frustrations, this is
my first time making anything like this - if you have any feedback or 

recommendations on improving the model-building process, 
please shoot me a message on my socials!

As this is my first one, I’ve made this available for free as a trial run - BUT! 
Supporting the arts during these difficult times is important, if you’d like to 

leave a tip, please go to plazatheatrefoundation.org and 
help them out, tell them Keira sentcha!

Diagram C

Hold firm until glue 
on tab dries!
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